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putting men into a condition to practise them—between
introducing new truths to the lecture-room of the philo-
sopher and introducing them to the markets, and coun-
cils, and homes of men—this difference, though it seems
to some of his readers vague or slight, seems to the
writer vast and all-important. He knows something of
what is in Seneca and Epictetus, and he duly respects the
moralities taught there ; but he 4 yields all blessing to the
name of Him that made them current coin.'
That Christ has improved the ideal morality of philo-
sophers is not what the writer wishes to maintain, though
probably it is true. Nor does he assert, what may also
be true, that Christ has improved the moral practice of
the average of men. But he asserts that Christ has greatly
elevated the generally accepted and, as it were, the attain-
able standard of virtue, and further, that he has set in motion
a machinery by which, properly used, this standard may
be elevated still farther. In what particular points the
standard has been raised the writer has tried to define,
doubtless with very imperfect success. One position,—
namely, that Christ turned virtue from a passive absti-
nence from wrong into an active beneficence—lias been
peremptorily denied, and passages have been produced to
show that ancient philosophers also held beneficence to
be an important virtue. No doubt they did, but Christ,
instead of declaring beneficence to be a virtue, merges all
virtue in beneficence. 'In his account of the judgment of
men (Matt, xxv.), all that we commonly call morality
disappears ; not a word is said of honesty, purity, fidelity;
active beneficence is made the one and only test: those
who have fed the hungry are accepted, those who have
not done so are rejected, And the same view of virtue

